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A PROCESS OF TESTING LANGUAGE ARTS - LEVEL 5

TEST 1

A. Section
1) Harry’s, game, cricket
2) vendors, vegetables, Friday

B. Section
3) monies, moneys
4) lions, children
5) roofs
6) furniture

C. Section
7) suite
8) chest

D. Section
9) shows
10) are
11) were
12) is

E. Section
13) noun
14) conjunction
15) preposition
16) verb
17) adjective
18) pronoun
19) adverb

F. Section
20) theirs, mine
21) I, him
22) whom
23) me

G. Section
24) broken
25) spoken
26) spent
27) heard

H. Section
28) The teacher urged the children to take their time and write neatly.
29) Anita suggested to the class that to give sir a present.

I. Section
30) Vivek asked Mathew, “Have you seen my book?”

J. Section
31) since
32) but

K. Section
33) most comfortable
34) better
35) noisier

L. Section
36) Every morning, sandwiches are made by Mrs. Henry for her husband.
37) A delicious meal is being prepared by Mrs. Smith for her five children.

M. Section
38) lazy
39) rich
40) cloudy

N. Section
41) reign
42) Whose
43) gamble

O. Section
44) wealthy
45) sole
46) stopped
47) traffic

P. Section
48) “Sit here!”
49) principal, Mrs. Ali,
50) Who’s/ door?
51) games: cricket,
52) “Have / dog?”

Q. Section
53) sunlight
54) animals and people
55) depends on the position of the sun

TEST 2

A. Section
1) shelves
2) fishermen

B. Section
3) proper
4) collective

C. Section
5) huntress
6) mare

D. Section
7) pronoun
8) adverb
9) conjunction

E. Section
10) arrived
11) hurrying
12) will be played

F. Section
13) The big trucks have destroyed the roads.
14) The villagers will sell cakes to raise funds for the needy children.

G. Section
15) The shirts which were torn are being mended by the ladies.
16) Fresh meat is sold by the vendors in the market every day.

H. Section
17) Longest
18) more expensive
19) faster

I. Section
20) for
21) of

J. Section
22) best
23) seen
24) themselves

K. Section
25) elated
26) stopped
27) useless

L. Section
28) Clear, transparent
29) easy
30) maximum

M. Section
31) break
32) Principal’s
33) stationary

N. Section
34) He found the wallet
35) The man closed the window

O. Section
36) I knew the girl
37) I did not post the letter

P. Section
38) where it fell
39) after I finish work

Q. Section
40) whose money was stolen
41) that I gave her

R. Section
42) stealthily
43) melodious
44) impure
45) disenchanted

S. Section
46) occasionally
47) accommodation
48) scene
49) intelligence
50) sensible

T. Section
51) dessert! “
52) speaker, artist,
53) David?”
54) lady’s / haven’t
55) items:/ flour,

U. Section
56) Squeamish, fearful,
57) weak mind
58) Common sense and patience
59) You have to have firm hands that won’t shake when you are aiming

TEST 3

A. Section
1) oranges, cherries
2) sisters-in-law, salmon
3) syllabi, syllabuses

B. Section
4) gaggle
5) nest

C. Section
6) come
7) wept
8) spoken
9) wrote
10) swims

D. Section
11) I
12) me
13) it’s

E. Section
14) go
15) speak
16) plans
17) were

F. Section
18) but
19) because

G. Section
20) beside, on
21) during, on

H. Section
22) Eric’s mother asked him where he had been all day.
23) The teacher remarked to Jessie that since she had done her work well, she deserved a treat.

I. Section
24) conjunction
25) noun
26) adjective
27) adverb
28) noun
29) preposition
30) pronoun

J. Section
31) The cat caught three rats in the yard yesterday.
32) The children care for the old lady in the house.

K. Section
33) The children were disappointed
34) he tripped and fell

L. Section
35) because she is kind
36) as she does her homework

M. Section
37) latter
38) future
39) selfish

N. Section
40) threw, through
41) fair
42) piece
43) passed
44) hear

O. Section
45) beginning
46) address
47) January
48) apologized
49) witness

P. Section
50) frantically
51) pursued
52) existence
53) humorous

Q. Section
54) cupboard!"
55) Noami, friend,
56) Don’t, ?”
57) men’s ,wasn’t
58) “Little , Women?”

I. Section
31) a new sweater
32) he was to blame

J. Section
33) as I was tired
34) When the team won

K. Section
35) which I owed him
36) who are honest

L. Section
37) Wood is being chopped by father to light the fire.
38) The English was beaten by the French team by two points yesterday.

M. Section
39) cloudy
40) important
41) nonstop

N. Section
42) The children said that they were going to the beach.

O. Section
43) illegal
44) impatient
45) disrespectful

P. Section
46) mobile
47) inferior
48) victorious

Q. Section
49) break
50) scent
51) stealing
52) right
53) There

R. Section
54) overwhelmed
55) illegal
56) allowed  
57) grocery  
58) threw  
59) principal  
60) weather  

S. Section  
61) drink, leaving.  
62) boy’s/ thin,  
63) Surprise!”  
64) movie,”  
65) Shanaz, homework?

**TEST 5**

A. Section  
1) valleys, flowers  
2) dwarves

B. Section  
3) noun  
4) preposition  
5) adverb  
6) pronoun  
7) adverb  
8) preposition

C. Section  
9) agree  
10) has  
11) prepares  
12) has

D. Section  
13) Jason and I are going to the party.  
14) I swam in the pool for an hour.  
15) Linda is the better of the two girls.  
16) Between you and me, he is quite smart.  
17) He can read well.

E. Section  
18) hurriedly  
19) severely  
20) cruelly  
21) hungrily

F. Section  
22) Fred told his mother, “I will be late for dinner.”  
23) The policeman warned the boys, “Behave well or you would be taken to jail.”

G. Section  
24) The principal announced that there would be an increase in security fees since the guard would be working longer hours.  
25) Nadia shouted to lessen the noise immediately that she had a splitting headache.

H. Section  
26) riper  
27) worst  
28) nicest

I. Section  
29) The club members will visit my aunt today.  
30) The maid takes care of the little girl daily.

J. Section  
31) whose  
32) whom  
33) which

K. Section  
34) noisy  
35) forgot  
36) captured

L. Section  
37) government  
38) alright  
39) weapon  
40) occasion  
41) forty

M. Section  
42) aisle  
43) wail  
44) doe

N. Section  
45) watchful  
46) hated, despised  
47) amazing  
48) continuously  
49) interested, taken up  
50) refused  
51) rude

O. Section  
52) criticism  
53) extremely  
54) obedience

P. Section  
55) shoes!”  
56) following: / car,  
57) Don’t / live?”  
58) big, comfortable,  
59) Thief! , Thief!

**TEST 6**

A. Section  
1) mangoes  
2) children  
3) fries  
4) donkeys

B. Section  
5) Pile, heap  
6) pack  
7) army  
8) stack

C. Section  
9) verb  
10) noun  
11) preposition  
12) pronoun
13) interjection
14) adverb
15) conjunction
16) adjective

D. Section
17) have
18) tells
19) loves
20) is
21) walk
22) were

E. Section
23) won’t
24) I’m
25) children’s

F. Section
26) The cook announced that dinner would be delayed since there was no water that day.
27) Mr. Brown said to his wife that he would have to stay late at the office that day.

G. Section
28) The maid prepares the breakfast for the girl every day.
29) Paul himself will make the kite to enter the competition.

H. Section
30) faster
31) worst
32) more
33) healthier

I. Section
34) they
35) she
36) me
37) her

J. Section
38) whom
39) me
40) taller
41) well
42) between
43) is

K. Section
44) blew
45) weak
46) missed
47) weight
48) launch

L. Section
49) blamed
50) trick
51) lucky

M. Section
52) knowledgeable
53) accusation
54) erosion

N. Section
55) scene
56) shelves
57) wrapped

O. Section
58) dog, Rover,
59) “I party,”
60) following: / noodle,
61) No! No!
62) “Happy Year”

TEST 7

A. Section
1) algae
2) vertices
3) curricula
4) circuses
5) appendices
6) syllabi, syllabuses

B. Section
7) flowed

C. Section
8) laid
9) lain
10) were
11) was
12) were

D. Section
13) more loudly
14) more cheaply
15) most gracefully
16) Fix

E. Section
17) I
18) me
19) they
20) whom
21) yet
22) though
23) however

F. Section
24) about
25) beside

G. Section
26) The teacher asked Donny, “Why are you late?”
27) Arifa said, “I have seen Jake yesterday.”
28) Elana asked Naomi, “Are you going to the concert?”

H. Section
29) taught
30) me
31) whom
32) him
33) I

I. Section
34) faithful
35) large, enormous
36) ordered

J. Section
37) bold
38) unwilling, reluctant
39) foreign
K. Section
40) productive
41) profitable
42) neighbourhood
L. Section
43) fare
44) gait
45) bear, pain

TEST 8

A. Section
1) Children, adults, village (N), helped (V)
2) Election, Mayor, town (N), was held (V)
3) houses
4) injuries
B. Section
5) himself
6) they
7) whom
C. Section
8) helping
9) occupied
10) left, returned
D. Section
11) The children said that they couldn’t walk anymore because they were too tired.
12) Linda asked Katy when they were going to visit Laura.
E. Section
13) The businessmen are building a play park for the children in the village.
14) The bridegroom will meet the bride in the church tomorrow.

F. Section
15) thinner
16) best
17) most humorous

G. Section
18) cannot
19) will not
20) I will
21) have not

H. Section
22) were
23) they
24) plane
25) I
26) younger
I. Section
27) disobedient
28) increase
29) public

J. Section
30) extension
31) decision
32) a fix
33) a
34) a
35) a

K. Linda said that she had to go away but she would be back the next day/ following day.
36) Magaret said that their bus would arrive in five minutes.

L. Tina told Rena, “Your grandfather will be visiting you next week.”
37) Mother complained, “Raj never listens to anything I say.”

M. Section
38) procedure
39) obedience
40) industrious
N. Section
41) purse / friend.
42) She’s / friend’s
43) bag / shirt,
44) Ken, the carpenter,
45) Boyo, once!

TEST 9

A. Section
1) roofs
2) women’s
3) abstract
4) collective
B. Section
5) pronoun
6) conjunction
7) adjective
C. Section
8) to drink
9) sleeping
10) takes
D. Section
11) The heavy rain has deteriorated the roads over the years.
12) The P.T.A. will buy uniforms for the needy children.
E. Section
13) The muddy floor is being scrubbed by Mr. Jackson.
14) All the dishes have been prepared by Mrs. Taylor for the party.
F. Section
15) ripest
16) easier
17) best

G. Section
18) from
19) to

H. Section
20) well
21) seen
22) I

I. Section
23) scent
24) follow
25) vicious

J. Section
26) reduction
27) imaginary

K. Section
28) different
29) interesting
30) practice

L. Section
31) party” / remarked.
32) speaker, a famous doctor,
33) Howard,?
34) lady’s, “The, Restless”
35) items: / flour,

TEST 10

A. Section
1) satisfaction
2) improvement

B. Section
3) beaches
4) radii

C. Section
5) who
6) whom
7) which

D. Section
8) had gone
9) coming
10) to care
11) The juice is made for the children by the lady every morning.
12) The car will be fixed by Mr. Khan tomorrow.

E. Section
13) Kajol boasted that she was the prettiest girl in the class.
14) The girl asked Aunt Linda if she could learn to bake a cake.
15) The children shouted that they were going on vacation the next day.

F. Section
16) fruit
17) interesting
18) tasty

G. Section
19) inside
20) Where
21) yesterday

H. Section
22) through
23) beside
24) among

I. Section
25) decrease
26) genuine
27) empty

J. Section
28) impression
29) helpless
30) comfortable

K. Section
31) perishable
32) promotion
33) through
34) screamed

L. Section
35) movie!”
36) pot, it,
37) store: / tie,
38) “Star Trek?”
39) remote-control?”

TEST 11

A. Section
1) Concert, Children, costumes
2) Extension, father, house

B. Section
3) swarm
4) congregation

C. Section
5) yourself
6) myself
7) themselves

D. Section
8) smoking
9) trimmed

E. Section
10) The villagers have painted all the houses.
11) The coach will take the athletes to the stadium.

F. Section
12) New clothes have been bought for the children by Mrs. Justin.
13) Sno-cone is sold by the sno-cone vendor in front of the school.

G. Section
14) nicest
15) rough
16) first, best
**H. Section**
17) quickly
18) rather
19) well

**I. Section**
20) but
21) while
22) since

**J. Section**
23) Calamity, adversity
24) Courageous, valiant

**K. Section**
25) review
26) intention
27) truly

**L. Section**
28) principal
29) scene
30) nephew

**M. Section**
31) Khan, the Minister,
32) zoo?, boy.
33) It’s , Betty’s
34) did: / Museum,
35) cream!”

---

**TEST 12**

**A. Section**
1) The children’s intention is to go to the party.
2) The girls’ shoes are very expensive.
3) Chris’ book was lost.

**B. Section**
4) they
5) me
6) whom

**C. Section**
7) met
8) cut
9) makes

**D. Section**
10) are
11) like
12) need

**E. Section**
13) worst
14) sooner
15) healthier

**F. Section**
16) will not
17) She has

**G. Section**
18) without
19) near

**H. Section**
20) Kevin remarked that he wanted to go to the concert the following day./next day
21) The lady insisted that she was buying a new dress for her daughter’s wedding.
22) Mrs. Tobin asked Mandy what she was going to eat the next day.

---

**TEST 13**

**A. Section**
1) collective
2) proper

**B. Section**
3) The giraffe’s neck is very long.
4) The men’s party was organised by their wives.

**C. Section**
5) who
6) whose
7) that

**D. Section**
8) will visit
9) taken
10) will be

**E. Section**
11) The workers clean the drains every morning.
12) The talented students have done the drawings.

**F. Section**
13) Bob told Raj, “Do not play with the matches because you can get burnt.”
14) Sally said, “I did not finish my test on time yesterday.”

**G. Section**
15) best
16) noisier

**H. Section**
17) mine
18) was
19) whom

I. Section
20) although
21) unless
22) so

J. Section
23) steak
24) hours
25) ring

K. Section
26) disbelief
27) existence
28) soften

L. Section
29) relaxation
30) surgeon

M. Section
31) boy, energetic
32) boy’s / haven’t
33) sister-in-law
34) Ah!”
35) need: / butter

TEST 14

A. Section
1) Ajay, honesty, kindness (N), was praised (V)
2) snake, sight, fear, mother (N), instilled (V)

B. Section
3) collective
4) proper

C. Section
5) herself
6) they
7) whom

D. Section
8) occupied
9) stopped, to continue

TEST 15

A. Section
1) knives
2) factories

B. Section
3) collective
4) proper

C. Section
5) adverb
6) pronoun
7) adjective

D. Section
8) threw
9) will be continuing
10) laying

E. Section
11) The best artists will display the arts in the country.
12) A famous architect is designing the house.

F. Section
13) The goats and cows are being milked by the farmer.
14) A surprise party has been planned by all the students for the teacher.

G. Section
15) slowest
16) loveliest
17) riper

H. Section
18) from
19) for

I. Section
20) likes
11) Carmen said that she was tired and she was going to take a rest.
12) The boy asked Uncle Joe if he could buy him a bicycle.
13) The crowd shouted that they were going to win that match that day.
14) beautiful
15) expensive
16) generous
17) everyday
18) already
19) almost
20) except
21) behind
22) during
23) Goal, ambition
24) Admitted
25) Difficult
26) Correct, exact
27) Interferes
28) immediately
29) valuable
30) picturesque
31) survival
32) route
33) guest
34) bewildered
35) necessary
36) “That’s dress!”
37) principal, Mrs. Smith,
38) store: / glue,
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22) because

J. Section
23) Odd, strange, unfamiliar
24) guilty

K. Section
25) exhibition
26) hazardous
27) truth

L. Section
28) committee
29) souvenirs
30) embarrassed

M. Section
31) Jake’s / step-sister
32) bag? / Alice.
33) He’s / again,"
34) Kit :/ pie,
35) “Did song?”

TEST 18

A. Section
1) The boy’s computer needs to be fixed.
2) The ladies’ meeting has been cancelled.
3) Jones’ horse has been injured.

B. Section
4) I
5) them
6) whom

C. Section
7) rose
8) laying
9) shaken

D. Section
10) play
11) knows
12) is

E. Section
13) most bitterly
14) faster
15) more frequently

F. Section
16) when
17) although

G. Section
18) to
19) without

H. Section
20) “I am going to see the new movie,” informed the child to his mother.
21) “Do you want to see my report card?” asked Kiran.
22) “Have you seen my pair of shoes?” asked my father.

I. Section
23) glanced
24) gathered

J. Section
25) restless
26) stealthily
27) customary

K. Section
28) weak
29) creak
30) sole

L. Section
31) Aren’t / dinner?
32) “Where / o’clock
33) Bag :/ bat,
34) Shane, team,
35) tonight?”

TEST 19

A. Section
1) echoes

B. Section
2) dwarfs
3) collective
4) abstract

C. Section
5) seen
6) riding
7) worked

D. Section
8) best
9) most intelligent
10) riper

E. Section
11) from
12) with

F. Section
13) Our neighbour, Sandy, has renovated the kitchen floor.
14) The parents were supervising the school children on the fieldtrip.

G. Section
15) An exciting cricket match is being played by the school boys in the savannah.
16) The fruits will be picked by the farmer tomorrow before they begin to fall off the trees.

H. Section
17) pronoun
18) adverb
19) conjunction

I. Section
20) well
21) likes
22) I

J. Section
A. Section
1) deer
2) brothers-in-law
3) syllabi, syllabuses

B. Section
4) she
5) me
6) whom

C. Section
7) relying
8) put
9) showed

D. Section
10) was
11) enjoy
12) wants

E. Section
13) most comfortable
14) best
15) wiser

F. Section
16) You cannot
17) Who has

G. Section
18) nowhere
19) Now
20) quite

H. Section
21) Polly’s mother asked her mother if she had cooked dinner.
22) The little boy argued that he was not going to do his homework.
23) His friend asked him what he was going to do the next day.

I. Section
24) Try, attempt
25) Satisfied, pleased, happy

J. Section
26) criticism
27) extremely
28) popularity

K. Section
29) formally
30) dairy
31) mourn

L. Section
32) Who’s / door?
33) Supermarket :/ sugar,
34) “Where/ going?
35) Ladies’ /weren’t,
36) Sandy, friend,

TEST 20

TEST 21

A. Section
1) suite
2) library

B. Section
3) myself
4) yourself
5) themselves
27) unable
K. Section
28) peel
29) higher
30) veil
L. Section
31) mean?”
32) in-law’s
33) “I / lunch.”
34) Chin, grocer,
35) are: / flour,

TEST 22

A. Section
1) noun
2) adjective
3) pronoun
B. Section
4) was written
5) is punished
6) to learn
C. Section
7) because
8) but
9) Although
D. Section
10) Is she going to learn to dance?
11) Have they gone to the supermarket?
12) Does he like to exercise on mornings?
E. Section
13) Alex announced that he was going for piano lessons the next day.
14) My mother asked me if I had finished cleaning my room.
F. Section

G. Section
18) From
19) for
H. Section
20) them
21) he
22) Whose
I. Section
23) competitor
24) convinced
J. Section
25) misconduct
26) indefinite
27) dissatisfied
K. Section
28) fare
29) gate
30) bear
L. Section
31) dress! / Mitra’s
32) as: / Ben 10,
33) Yes, house,”
34) “Pirate of the Caribbean”
35) “Has/ player?”

TEST 23

A. Section
1) litter
2) board
B. Section
3) is

C. Section
6) We do not sleep soundly at nights.
7) The man did not clean his car.
8) She does not always go there.

D. Section
9) will travel, will be travelling
10) reached
11) will be given

E. Section
12) is
13) seen
14) me

F. Section
15) least cheerful
16) saddest
17) less

G. Section
18) The teacher is checking all the students entering the classroom.
19) The boy feeds the birds in the park.

H. Section
20) All the sandwiches were prepared by mother for the party.
21) The house will be taken care of by my sister while I am away.
22) Fresh fruits are eaten by the children every
day because they are healthy.

I. Section
23) artificial
24) transparent

J. Section
25) similarities
26) disregarded
27) endurance

K. Section
28) foreigners
29) athlete
30) received

L. Section
31) Aren’t, school?”
32) coach, Mr. Allan,
33) are: / tomatoes,
34) brother-in-law/new,
red car.
35) Beach! Wendy’s

F. Section
15) best
16) cleverest
17) laziest

G. Section
18) written
19) anything
20) isn’t

H. Section
21) Sam boasted, “I have already seen this movie.”
22) Tom asked his teacher, “Can I leave school early tomorrow?”

I. Section
23) correct
24) annoying

J. Section
25) industrious
26) disrespectful
27) gently

K. Section
28) yolk
29) currants
30) fair

L. Section
31) “I / anymore!”
32) neighbour’s / yard.
33) I’ll /later,
34) “Can / home?”
35) Let’s / Chris’

TEST 25

A. Section
1) common
2) collective

B. Section
3) spinster
4) vixen

C. Section
5) baking
6) teaching
7) laying

D. Section
8) variety
9) fruit
10) broken

E. Section
11) My generous father promised me a new bat.
12) The industrious painters have painted the fence.
13) The villagers admire him for his honesty.

F. Section
14) The project will be finished within a few days by the workmen.
15) The compound has been cleaned by the children thoroughly.
16) Beautiful flowers were planted by the gardener in his garden.

G. Section
17) were
18) sells
19) was

H. Section
20) he
21) us
22) she

I. Section
23) released, freed
24) Begin, start

J. Section
25) leadership
26) sincerity
27) impatient

K. Section
28) shoulder
29) palpitated
30) quarrelled
L. Section
31) don’t / know!“
32) today,”
33) need: / scissors,
34) Ram’s / mother-in-law
35) Barry, nephew,

TEST 26
A. Section
1) noun
2) conjunction
3) adverb
B. Section
4) running
5) taking
6) expelled
C. Section
7) set
8) pride
D. Section
9) more softly
10) best
11) most fluently
E. Section
12) Vivek boasted, “I have won the race.”
13) “Can you explain the rule for me?” Ryan asked his teacher.
14) Mandy said, “I will be attending the school fair next week Sunday.”
F. Section
15) fatter
16) they
17) were
G. Section

TEST 27
A. Section
1) The girl’s dog was lost.
2) Men’s trousers are sold here.
B. Section
3) furniture
4) stadia
C. Section

18) The coach told the players that they had a match the following day.
19) The girl told her friend that she had forgotten her book at home.
20) My brother said that he came home early the previous day.

H. Section
21) beyond
22) beside
I. Section
23) disobeying, breaking
24) option
J. Section
25) courteous
26) unsuitable
27) inaudible
K. Section
28) stationary
29) whether
30) breadth
L. Section
31) said, / floor.”
32) Sister - in - law?
33) store:/ mouse,
34) We’ll / James’
35) Mr. Khan/ teacher,

11) A tow truck is lifting the damaged car.
12) The company has published many magazines.
13) The little girl takes care of the kittens on mornings.
14) The lofty trees were blown down by the severe storm.
15) We will be met by our friends at the zoo later.
16) The playful dog is fed by my uncle every morning, before he goes to work.

G. Section
17) itself
18) ourselves
19) themselves

H. Section
20) may
21) should
22) can
I. Section
23) attacked
24) increase
J. Section
25) accidentally
26) terribly
27) obstruction
K. Section
28) interesting
29) leisure
30) mischievous

L. Section
31) father’s/ keys.
32) following:, milk,
33) brother- , law’s
34) Eric, the supervisor,
35) “Where/ night?

TEST 28

A. Section
1) whom
2) he
3) them

B. Section
4) before
5) almost

C. Section
6) The doctor has attended to all the patients.
7) The students are presenting the project to the teacher.
8) The government always compensates flood victims after severe flooding.

D. Section
9) Mike will be visited by the priest next week.
10) The house has been occupied by Mrs. Jackson for a long time.

E. Section
11) raised

F. Section
14) mine
15) sings
16) most handsome

G. Section
17) best
18) fewer
19) most wealthy

H. Section
20) transitive
21) intransitive
22) transitive

I. Section
23) misfortune
24) understood

J. Section
25) procedure
26) wearily
27) irregular

K. Section
28) cancel
29) separate
30) relieved

L. Section
31) Yes, he’s
32) market: / carrots,
33) Tina, inside,”
34) Ishan, cousin,
35) That’s / idea,

TEST 29

A. Section
1) adjective
2) adverb
3) noun

B. Section
4) stands
5) enjoys

C. Section
7) There are no clouds in the sky today.
8) Tom did not give Pam a bouquet of flowers.
9) They did not go to the show last night.

D. Section
10) less expensive
11) least
12) best

E. Section
13) Many villagers had to seek shelter
14) Some medicinal drugs can be obtained

F. Section
15) Mr. Persad told his pupils that the next day, they would have a spelling test.
16) Randy asked Ted if he was going to swim that day.
17) Sandy told her friend that she did not like those pies.

G. Section
18) with
19) from

H. Section
20) whom
21) which
22) whose

I. Section
23) Necessary, important, vital
24) chased

J. Section
25) prescription
26) exposure
27) non-alcoholic

K. Section
28) board
29) route
30) dessert

L. Section
31) fair: / candy,
32) museum, they,
33) meal,”
34) Non-smokers /anti-smoking,
35) speaker, dancer,

TEST 30

A. Section
1) atmosphere
2) intelligence

B. Section
3) swarm
4) crowd

C. Section
5) herself
6) themselves
7) myself

D. Section
8) was beaten
9) was given

E. Section
10) The teacher gave the students the instructions yesterday.
11) The man brings flowers for his wife on Valentine’s Day.

F. Section
12) My grandfather was taken care of by my mother when he was ill.
13) The fence of the house is being painted by my father since it was rusty.

G. Section
14) chicken
15) famous
16) feeble

H. Section
17) soon
18) quite
19) When

I. Section
20) when
21) until
22) since

J. Section
23) separated
24) remember

K. Section
25) magician
26) employment
27) majority

L. Section
28) financial
29) height
30) site

M. Section
31) “Keven/ shoes,”
32) shopping, weekend.
33) John’s, lunch,
34) Help!”
35) Bought :/ tomatoes